
TESSERACT MODULAR - NUTELLA TSUNAMI 
 
Nutella is a eurorack conversion module for the Sparkfun Tsunami Super Wav Trigger,  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Features 

-16 trigger in & buttons to play audio files. 

-MicroSD card to store up to 4096 wav files in 44.1kHz 16bit. 

-32 voices polyphony in mono and 18 in stereo. 

-Low latency (8ms typically) 

-8 audio outs (modular level) 

-Midi in (velocity sensitive, supports MIDI Note-On, Note-Of, Pitch Bend and Program 

Changes messages, as well as Controller messages for real-time control of sustain, attack 

and release times and volume. 

-Ability to play multiple audio stems in sample-locked sync. 

-Can be used as a Wav player and Midi-to-Trigger converter at the same time. 



-Trigger ins (and so buttons) can be assigned to various functions (normal, next, previous, 

random, pause, resume, stop, volume up, volume down, trigger bank up, trigger bank down, 

synced set, midi bank up, midi bank down)  

-Easy configurable by an optional ".ini" file stored in the microSD card, a Tsunami 

Configurator utility (Windows, Mac and Linux versions available), makes it easy to set 

options and generate this file. 

-Super easy firmware update system via microSD card, no external programmer needed. 

● 30 mA +12V 

● 15 mA -12V 

● 200 mA 5V * 

● 25 mm deep 

* +5v recommended but not indispensable 
 

Audio files 
 

The audio files must be .wav, 16bit, 44.1 kHz, mono or stereo (depending on 
the firmware installed) and without any metadata. file names must begin with a 
number between 1 and 4096 and leading 0’s are not required.  For microSD card as a 
general rule: speed class 4 or 10, non-UHS cards work best. 

Those sounds are organized in 256 trigger banks (of 16 sounds each). By default 
trigger in 1 (and so buton 1) will play file “0001_sound.wav” when the first bank is active and 
“17-kick.wav” with the second bank (so trigger in 1 will play the fles 1, 17, 33, 49, 65...). In 
order to keep sounds organized you can use THIS SHEET as a reference, to number your 
audio files in a way that (for example) trigger in 1 always play a kick, trigger in 2 a snare etc.. 
and use the bank up/down to switch between drum sets. 

 
Trigger ins & buttons 

 
Trigger inputs (and so buttons) acts as default as a sample players, but they can be 

configured for different things, those FUNCTIONS are: 
● Normal (play a wav file) 
● Next (every trigger plays the next sound of a choosed range) 
● Previous 
● Random (you can make like a round robin sample player with this one) 
● Pause (pauses all sounds of a choosed range) 
● Resume (restart all paused sounds) 
● Stop (stops all playing sounds of a choosed range) 
● Volumen Up (modify the volume of a selected output) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Co1jBttAXfOBN3zBCE9z1cM9ebflOZWYrWuiFVbrlAA


● Volume Down 
● Trigger Bank Up (moves to the next bank of 16 sounds, only affects to triggers with 

NORMAL FUNCTION) 
● Trigger Bank Down (only affects to triggers with NORMAL FUNCTION) 
● Synced Set (a choosed range of audios are played simultaneously thru consecutive 

outputs, ideal for launching multiple sequences+metronome tracks in sync) 
● Midi Bank Up  
● Midi Bank Down 

 
There are also TYPES for trigger inputs:  
 
•Edge (one shot sample style)  
•Level (use this type with gates, the sound will stop once the gate ends, sustain 

sample style)  
•Latch (one trigger starts the sound and next trigger stops it) 
 

“tsunami.ini” file 
 
Those functions and other things like polyphony, volume, audio output, retrigger and 

loop can be configured for each trigger in, plus global AUDIO and MIDI settings, by an 
optional “.ini” file stored on the microSD card and read during a reset. While this file is 
human-readable text, a Tsunami Configurator utility (Windows, Mac and Linux versions 
available), makes it easy to set options and generate this file. 

Open the WT config app and save the .ini file into the microSD card, you don‘t need 
to power cycle the module, just press the RESET button once the card is inserted. 

Please note that after making your settings for a trigger input you have to 
press ‘add’ or ‘update’ before going to other trigger setting to apply the changes, if 
not those changes get lost. 

 
By default Tsunami's triggers are debounced around 50ms, that makes the re-trigger 

time to be not very fast (ok for beats, bad for rolls) to fix that add this line to the tsunami.ini 
file in the microSD card: 
#DBNC 5 

This will set the debounce time to 5 milliseconds (enough for very fast rolls), of 
course you can experiment with shorter values. With the new firmware this value will make 
also Tsunami accepts shorter triggers, by default works good with Temps Utile or 
Eloquencer but with this will also do with triggers coming from MI Tides LOW out (for 
example). 

 
Firmware 

 
There are 2 firmwares, for STEREO and MONO operation, change from one 

firmware to another is pretty easy, keep pressed USER button while you press RESET, the 
status led will go solid, then press RESET again; this will make the Tsunami to update the 
firmware to the one stored in your microSD card (it must be named tsunamix.hex), it only 



take a few seconds. This way you can have several memory cards with stereo or mono 
samples, different trigger configurations and firmwares, and switch between them without 
much effort. 

Both config app and firmware can be downloaded from here. 
Midi 

 
There is also a MIDI input, it's velocity sensitive and supports MIDI Note-On, Note-Of, 

Pitch Bend and Program Changes messages, as well as Controller messages for real-time 
control of sustain, attack and release times and volume.  

For midi the samples are organized in 32 MIDI banks of 128 sounds each. In order 
to understand how wav files are organized in midi banks you can check this pdf.  

 
NUTELLA AS MIDI TO TRIGGER / CLOCK / RESET: 
To use Nutella Tsunami as a midi to trigger all you need it’s a short positive square 

wave sample or recorded trigger from your modular, you can download this sample pack 
and give a try, this is for the mono firmware.  

 
That .zip contains 8 triggers (recorded in 

audio), each of them would be played thru a 
different output when launched with midi, 
no additional configuration needed: when a 
sample is played back with midi the file’s 
number determines the midi note that will play 
it but also an output can be set also within the 
name of the file, so file 031_S1~trigger.WAV 
will be triggered by the note G0 and played 

through output 1, and file 048_S4-trigger.wav will be played by C2 thru output 4)  
 
 
 
 
So you can create a midi track in 

your daw and use Nutella to generate 
clock & reset signals for your modular, 
with different subdivisions or whatever 
you need, and yes, it can be a midi to 8 
trigger module to use your modular 
drums direct from your daw or any midi 
seq, cool, isn't it?  
note: you can change the number of the 
files as your needs (number has direct 
relation with midi notes, see the pdf 
included) 
 
 

https://robertsonics.com/tsunami-downloads/
https://cdn.sparkfun.com/assets/learn_tutorials/3/1/4/WAV_Trigger_MIDI_Chart_-_Nic_Danielson-2.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kWx3DlR4n-yaeJlXLJTto9AvYkWYKx9f


 
 

You can also check a more detailed  document about this, created by Antón Serrats. 
 

Power 
 
The Tsunami can be powered with +5v or +12v but I recommend to do it with +5 volts 

(with +12v the board gets pretty hot). To do so use a jumper in the Nutella's JP2 header, in 
the upper position the Tsunami will be feeded with the +5v coming from your eurorack psu, if 
you don‘t have 5v in your PSU then put the jumper in the lower position. 

 
 

 
 
Check this link to learn A LOT MORE about the Sparkfun Tsunami Super Wav 

Trigger: https://robertsonics.com/tsunami-user-guide/ 
 

 
 

Build 
 

No modifications are necessary on the Tsunami board, just soldering some headers. 
Green dots are the connection points needed for Nutella, but you can solder female dual row 
headers along if you like. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f6kSRuag80GHsWrmlpEGdwl_N5BzOlOj/view?usp=sharing
https://robertsonics.com/tsunami-user-guide/


 
POPULATING THE NUTELLA PCB: 
 
The Nutella PCB is prepared for 0805 passives but it can be done with 0603 also.  

-Start with the SMD components,  
-Then headers (EXCEPT JP5, that one could be done after soldering the leds)  
-And then go to other side with TH components.  

I recommend soldering jacks and leds with the front panel placed also, so they all fit ok. 
 
 
 
 
 
please note that there are 2 

jacks (left ones in the top and middle 
row) that have a different orientation 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
JP6 & JP7 in the PCB are for powering 
the Tsunami, you can just use a 1x2 pin 
header and leave one of the pads 
unused just like the image. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Bill Of Materials 

 
Mouser cart (without jacks neither screws+nuts for the hex spacers) 
 
The Mouser project has only the needed parts for Nutella (including the Tsunami 

board), but quantities could be rounded up in order to get better prices of passive 
components, also having some extra smd resistors is a good idea because they can jump 
from you tweezers pretty easy. 

the following map is for the 1.1 version, check in the pcb: 

 
IMPORTANT: Before plugin the Tsunami board to Nutella make sure that there isn't any 
unwanted voltage going thru the PINK POINTS (any voltage above 3,3v will kill your 
Tsunami board, except the voltage going thru the Tsunami's VIN). 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SREqpzPe2Li5pRSL5EuF8iNjBchi9_oua5kS9FYo8OA/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.mouser.es/ProjectManager/ProjectDetail.aspx?AccessID=5749066b03


 
WHITE: 100k  
YELLOW: 33k 
BLUE: 2,2k (increase up to 10k to reduce led brightness) 
RED: 100Ω  
Diodes 1N5819HW  
All ceramic caps 100nF >=16v 
All op amps TL072, All transistors MMBT3904 
 
Noise issue (pretty 
uncommon but could happen) 

 
The Tsunami has not 

electrolytic caps in the VIN 
path, because of this it can 



make your modular to do some weird digital noises for a few seconds after playing a sample, 
but it depends on every Tsunami board, your PSU and rack configuration. So once 
assembled test it, and just in case the noise is there, solder a 1.000uF 25v (could be 10v if 
you’re powering the Tsunami with the +5v rail) electrolytic cap with the positive leg in the VIN 
and the negative in GND. 
 
 
 
MicroSD card extension pcb & led pipe detail: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Be careful when plugin & 
unplugging the power cable, the 

microSD extension pcb is 
pretty near to it.  
 
To avoid damage in the card 
slot I recommend to insert the 
microSD extension pcb but 
keeping it pressed without 
releasing until the power 
cable is inserted too. 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
Troubleshooting 

 
If you built the Nutella Tsunami and don’t get any sound out of it here’s a few things 

to check: 
-First check that the Tsunami is recognizing the microSD card, if you press RESET 

the blue led must blink three times immediately after, if it takes a few seconds and blinks 
more than three times then the microSD card is not being detected, this could be for 2 
reasons: 

1. Wrong microSD card format (FAT16 or FAT32, most microSD cards 
are already formatted so reformatting is typically not necessary) also 
take in account that newer memory works badly with Tsunami, Class 4 
and Class 10 are good, U1 and U3 are bad.  



2. MicroSD extension error, to discard this plug the memory card directly 
into the Tsunami microSD slot, if it works then check the soldering of 
the sockets and the flat cable placement. The ribbon cable must be 
with the silver lives facing down.  

-If the Tsunami is recognizing the card the the problem comes most probably from 
the files you have in the memory card. To check that download this sample pack, which is 
ready to play with Nutella Tsunami (for stereo firmware, the one that comes by default with 
the Tsunami): 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1U6jFvd2WXq--RnYBekbpOOrzNrOkkLo9 

If you updated the firmware to the mono one, download this other sample pack: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17Gf6dCXLMUsPMqXrYDavyEhDVP1h0Wfc 
 

Remember that samples must be without metadata, you can take the metadata out of 
your own samples with AUDACITY (free software) for example. 
 

Also remember that the to update the firmware the firmware the file must be renamed 
tsunamix.hex and you have to keep pressed USER and then press RESET. If the blue led 
goes solid then the firmware is flashed. Placing a firmware file into the microSD card without 
doing any of the above won’t flash it. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

tesseract.modular@gmail.com 
https://www.facebook.com/Tesseract-Modular-146727136274298 
https://www.modulargrid.net/e/tesseract-modular-nutella-tsunami 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1U6jFvd2WXq--RnYBekbpOOrzNrOkkLo9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17Gf6dCXLMUsPMqXrYDavyEhDVP1h0Wfc
https://www.audacityteam.org/
mailto:tesseract.modular@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/Tesseract-Modular-146727136274298
https://www.modulargrid.net/e/tesseract-modular-nutella-tsunami

